Subversion

Please note: SVN updates (for all versions of Tiki) will stop in January 2023 when Tiki18 reaches end of life, so you should get your updates from Git

See: Git concepts for SVN users

- PHP SVN Client class that can perform read operations from a SVN server (over WebDAV).
- SVNManager is a PHP web based tool to administer a Apache Subversion repository server.
- WebSVN offers a view onto your subversion repositories (PHP).
- Groogle collaborative code review tool (PHP)
- PECL PHP Bindings Subversion

Related

- Git and SVN Combined Workflow
- Repository Browser
- Web Commits
- Code Review
- Version Control Bridge
- Distributed revision control
- How to figure out which commit causes a bug
- Generic PHP app deployment tools which are written in PHP
- PHP interface for software version control systems

alias

- SVN